Tekno Mini™ is a new genre of Crystal lighting. Many exclusive features were created by the international james r. moder, design team for the illumination of a world in motion.

Tekno Mini™ is the ultimate expression of functional art. Each Crystal creation is a source of brilliant, beautiful, cutting edge illumination. Like a living thing, light and color dance across the surface. A mysterious otherworldly glow transforms the most mundane places into beautiful spaces. Alive, never the same. These seemingly simple shapes take on an extraordinary and unexpected complexity as a clear white Krypton light ignites the Crystal with a chromatic fire.

Crystal Color Options: Swarovski® crystals (-00)

- Bordeaux (-0B)
- Light Topaz (-0E)
- Antique Green (-0G)
- Violet (-0M)
- Rosaline (-0R)
- Medium Sapphire (-0S)
- Golden Teak (-0T)
- Burgundy (-2B)
- Green (-2G)
- Amethyst (-2M)
- Rosa (-2R)
- Sapphire (-2S)
- Golden Teak (-2GT)

IMPERIAL™ Crystal (-22)
The Tekno Mini™ collection is offered in a variety of shapes and colors in addition to 2 grades of high quality colored Crystal. We offer Tekno Mini™ trimmed with either Swarovski® crystals (-00), world renowned for its brilliance and quality, or our own Imperial™ Crystal (-22), stunningly beautiful, and an exceptional value. Tekno Mini™ is the result of almost 5 centuries of European Crystal development. It is this unique understanding of the mysterious interplay of Crystal and light that makes a groundbreaking innovation like Tekno Mini™ possible.

Interior Designers and end users can create unique color combinations on a semi-custom basis by actually choosing not only the Crystal color, but also the placement of individual Crystals. Each carefully selected pattern places one Crystal at a time to maximize the brilliant interplay of light and color. Soft luminous blues, which impart a gentle coolness to any room. Fiery reds, which inflame the passions and create an ambiance of warmth. Compelling combinations of green and blue, reminiscent of ancient Aztec pyramid paintings. An extensive selection of options are available, many of which can be seen in this guide.

It is this unrivaled versatility, beauty and exceptional value that sets Tekno Mini™ apart. For the aficionados seeking beauty and authenticity, the choice is obvious. Suddenly, your world is a more brilliant, beautiful place.
FEATURES:
- 120V (line voltage).
- Transformer not required.
- Many color and pattern choices.
- Use candelabra base, Krypton bulbs for pure white light, to accentuate Crystal color.
- Silver SVT Cord length 54”(137 cm) + Pendant Height, is easily adjustable
- Optional silver rod suspension kit #94839S available 54”(137 cm).
- Value driven.

Crystal Color Options:
IMPERIAL™ Crystal (-22)
- Burgundy (-2B)
- Amber (-2E)
- Green (-2G)
- Amethyst (-2M)
- Rosa (-2R)
- Sapphire (-2S)
- Jet (Black) (-2J)
- Topaz (-2T)
- Clear (-22)
- Golden Teak (-2GT)

Note: Crystal color will vary between IMPERIAL™ & the pictures in this catalog. See color samples.

94950S2M Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-2M) (pictured), ø6 x 7w, 8”(20cm) x 8”(20cm) adj. from 18”(46cm) to 62”(157 cm)
Finish: Silver (S).
94950S22
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-22) (pictured),
Ø 6 x 7w, 8”(20cm) x 8”(20cm)
adj. from 18”(46cm) to 62”(157cm)
Finish: Silver (S).

94950S11
Crystal: SPECTRA® CRYSTAL CLEAR ONLY (-11) (pictured),
Ø 6 x 7w, 8”(20cm) x 8”(20cm)
adj. from 18”(46cm) to 62”(157cm)
Finish: Silver (S).

94950S2E
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-2E) (pictured),
Ø 6 x 7w, 8”(20cm) x 8”(20cm)
adj. from 18”(46cm) to 62”(157cm)
Finish: Silver (S).

94950S2B
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-2B) (pictured),
Ø 6 x 7w, 8”(20cm) x 8”(20cm)
adj. from 18”(46cm) to 62”(157cm)
Finish: Silver (S).

(STRASS & ELEMENTS are now named Swarovski® crystals)
Also available in:
Swarovski crystals (-00)
SPECTRA® CRYSTAL CLEAR ONLY (-11) by Swarovski

© Copyright 2015 James R. Moder®
Swarovski crystals, SPECTRA CRYSTAL, STRASS are registered trademarks of Swarovski AG.
Crystal Color Options:
Swarovski® crystals (-00)
- Bordeaux (-0B)
- Light Topaz (-0E)
- Antique Green (-0G)
- Violet (-0M)
- Rosaline (-0R)
- Medium Sapphire (-0S)
- Golden Teak (-0T)
- Light Peridot (-0L)
- Emerald (-0D)
- Blue Violet (-0V)
- Blue Aurora AB (-0C)
- Jet (Black) (-0J)
- Topaz (-0Z)
- Clear (-00)

Note: Crystal color will vary between Swarovski® crystals, IMPERIAL™ & the pictures in this catalog. See color samples.

SPECTRA® CRYSTAL (-11)
by Swarovski®

- Clear (-11)
94840S22
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-22) (pictured),
Ø1 x 60w, 4”(10cm) x 8”(20cm)
Finish: Silver (S).

94840S2E
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-2E) (pictured),
Ø1 x 60w, 4”(10cm) x 8”(20cm)
Finish: Silver (S).

94940S22
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-22) (pictured),
Ø1 x 60w, 5”(13cm) x 8”(20cm)
Finish: Silver (S).

94920S22
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-22) (pictured),
Ø1 x 60w, 4”(10cm) x 11”(28cm)
Finish: Silver (S).

(STRASS & ELEMENTS are now named Swarovski® crystals)
Also available in:
Swarovski crystals (-00)
SPECTRA CRYSTAL CLEAR ONLY (-11) by Swarovski
© Copyright 2015 James R. Moder®
Swarovski crystals, SPECTRA CRYSTAL, STRASS are registered trademarks of Swarovski AG.
“CARNIVAL”
Three bands of color to create a warm decor or choose your own color combination.

Optional Rod Suspension Kit 94839S
Silver rod suspension kit includes: Canopy, Swivel, Couplings, and 154" (137cm) length of pipe: 4 x 12" (31cm) and 1 x 6" (15cm).

95165S2GEB1
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-2GEB) (pictured), Ø6 x 60w, 22" (56cm) x 20" (51cm)
Finish: Silver (S).

95161S22
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-22) (pictured), Ø6 x 60w, 22" (56cm) x 20" (51cm)
Finish: Silver (S).
95390S11
Crystal: SPECTRA® CRYSTAL CLEAR ONLY (-11) (pictured),
Ø4 x 60w, 36"(91cm) x 6"(15cm) x 20"(51cm)
adj. to 68"(172)
Finish: Silver (S).

95310S0V
Crystal: Swarovski® crystals (-0V) pictured,
Ø6 x 60w, 21"(53cm) x 26"(66cm)
Finish: Silver (S).

ADJUSTABLE Cable Length
from 18"(46cm) to 60"(153cm).
NOTE: MINIMUM 18"(46cm)
from ceiling is required.

© Copyright 2015 James R. Moder®
Swarovski crystals, SPECTRA CRYSTAL, STRASS are registered trademarks of Swarovski AG.